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ABSTRACT
During any post-disaster period, the availability of the Internet is ruled out in most cases, mobile phones
are only partially usable in some selected regions. Candidate devices for maintaining minimal services
are mostly expensive satellite phones or specialized point-to-point radio communication systems. As
communication systems become crippled, so do the management of the relief operations. One of the
common problems during disasters is that the rescue and relief operations are not well-coordinated. For
this reason, there is a need for a system that will help in the efficient distribution of rescue and relief to
disaster-affected areas. The objective of this paper is to propose a smart-phone/ PDA based disaster
management system based on peer to peer communication only and supporting disconnected operation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Any large-scale disasters like flood and cyclone have severe impact on communication
infrastructure. Services that are relied on for everyday communications (e.g., cell phone /
internet connectivity) immediately become non-functional in emergency situations due to the
failure of the supporting infrastructure through both system damage and system overuse [1]. In
contrast to the vulnerable fixed network infrastructure, it is very likely that battery-powered
wireless personal mobile communication devices (PDA, cell-phones) will survive in disasters.
Additionally, even more mobile devices will be brought to the scene by relief workers.
Currently, those devices are having powerful processors and high storage capacity with GPS
and multi radio interfaces (Cellular, Wi-Fi, Blue-tooth). Such devices are, therefore, promising
candidates to contribute in forming peer-to-peer wireless network structure to support disaster
communication.
However, end-to-end connectivity can never be assumed in this kind of scenario and long
disconnections are the rule. Thus, in this context, the devices (PDA, cell-phones) spread across
the environment by relief workers form peer-to-peer network, albeit disconnected. In this type
of networks, the mobility of devices is an opportunity for communication rather than a
challenge. Mobile nodes communicate with each other in peer-to-peer mode.
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The objective of this paper is to develop a dynamic, virtual star topology with static central
control station as root node and static shelter points as end-nodes (figure 1). The connectivity
between root node and each of the end-nodes is achieved using mobile volunteers
opportunistically as message ferry. At the same time, the mobile volunteers also exchange
information among one another in a peer to peer mode, thus integrating the field information
intelligently and autonomously using auto-configurable mobile-phone-based peer-to-peer
communication. Basically mobile volunteers act like end devices. The major focus of this study
is to come up with a framework for post-disaster resource requirement analysis, resource
allocation & distribution, which involves on-going determination of what resources are needed,
what resources are present, what resources need to be acquired and how long will it take for
them to arrive. Using peer-to-peer communication, eventually the entire network will appear as
virtually connected, delay-tolerant network with every node knows the approximate information
about other nodes, including resource need. Thus, the system enables coordinated relief
operation, where no shelter will be having excess resource, nor it will be under-resourced.

Figure 1. Framework for post-disaster communication between Central Server, Shelter and
Volunteers

2. RELATED WORK
In disasters, it is necessary to have established procedures for obtaining additional resources
when they are needed. However, indiscriminate requests for resources can be detrimental. Many
disasters are complicated by the over-response of resources, and this can greatly complicate the
already difficult problems of coordination and communication. Procedures for pinpointing the
specific types and numbers of resources needed are helpful in making the disaster response
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more manageable. Disasters with multiple impact sites and large, complex disasters often call
for an emergency operations center (EOC) (Erik, 1989) [4]. The EOC or Central Control Station
is usually established away from the disaster scene, often near governmental offices in contrast
to the command post, which is concerned with activities at the scene, the EOC establishes
priorities for the distribution of resources among the various sites, and handles off-incident
concerns. This is basically a centralized system for controlling disaster relief management.
However, a major concern is the connectivity between EOC and the shelter points in the field.
“VSAT technology”, which is particularly useful when terrestrial infrastructure has been
destroyed, provides a powerful tool to mitigate damage incurred by disasters (Gorp, 2008) [5].
The deployment of VSAT is typically seen as the last option for obtaining access to larger
communications network and the Internet. It is often necessary for organizations operating in
remote areas. However, VSAT Technology is expensive and its deployment is complex in
nature. Technical support is critical for VSAT deployment after disasters, because in the disaster
area the people are much more focused on helping people than messing with technology. VSAT
is often deployed in the context of establishing new field offices; and thus is primarily deployed
for development purposes, rather than for emergency response, or direct post-disaster relief.
Multiple-Criteria Decision Technique, together with a coordination strategy and a
communication strategy, have been deployed in order to assure that the decision making process
has the appropriate information upon which to perform the resource distribution (Silvia, 2003)
[6]. The coordination strategy allows distributing resources to the victims that need the most
urgent rescue. The communication strategy emphasizes information flow concerning disaster
victims. The role of the moving agents is to gather information about victims and the role of the
fixed agents is to pass on this information to the fixed stations. Here, some communication
infrastructure has been assumed. However, if there is no communication at all between agents,
then results show that moving agent get lost in the rescue scenario and cannot find victims.
Cluster-based Communications System focuses on the vital need for providing communications
facility to the victims, immediately after the disaster and prior to the arrival of rescue teams
(Sonia, 2009) [7]. The proposed novel approach in emergency communications enables
survivors to communicate among themselves and help each other. Here, the idea of a self
organizing ad hoc network is put forward, which makes use of available network resources
formally occupied by the destroyed and / or damaged telecommunication infrastructure. In postdisaster scenario, mobile nodes establish a self-organizing / ad hoc network which provides
critical level of communications among disaster victims needed at that time and consequently
tries to merge with some surviving telecommunications infrastructure and / or network deployed
by rescue teams. But, depending on the nature of disaster, a connected ad hoc network may
never be formed, and thus communication among victims cannot be established.
Prototypical Crisis Information Management System (Iannella, 2007) [8] is a conceptual
framework to support two challenges: incident notification and resource messaging. The mantra
for Crisis Information Management Systems is to “deliver the right information to the right
people in the right format in the right place at the right time”. These five variables, coupled with
the stress of a major disaster, make coordinated information management one of the greatest
challenges for the disaster coordination sector. However, this system assumes that a strong ICT
infrastructure is in place in order to enable cooperation between a large number of organizations
and integration with these organizations. A similar collaborative mechanism has been proposed
by Marrella (2011) [9], where the communication is executed on top of mobile networks.
However, the collaboration strictly depends on the possibility that operators and their devices
can communicate with each other using some communication backbone.
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Starting from collected user requirements and their generalization, WORKPAD architecture (de
Leoni, 2007) [10] is based on a 2-levels peer-to-peer (P2P) paradigm: the first P2P level is for
the front-end and the latter level is for the back-end. The need of such two P2P levels arises
from the analysis of user requirements, as there exist back-end central halls where the chiefs of
involved organizations are located, as well as several front-end teams which are sent to the
affected area. This architecture is based on a stable centrally connected network where all the
information percolates and centrally managed. If the entire connection disrupted then the
efficiency level will decrease drastically.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
3.1. System Description
During disaster, victims of a village / locality normally take shelters in groups in some nearby
safe areas (for example, some school buildings, Army-Police camp and Panchayet Offices in
some highland areas, etc.). Therefore, coordination of post-disaster relief operations and
distribution of resources are shelter-centric (figure 2) through the relief-workers working at
those shelters (figure 3). These relief workers are exchanging their presence, field information
and shelters requirements by using their smart phones in an opportunistic network. These
shelters are operated by a Shelter Coordinator who will periodically coordinate with nearest
relief workers autonomously for analysing field need and informing shelter need through smart
phone. Another role of shelter coordinator is to control the navigation pattern of nearby relief
workers with an objective to spread the information to other shelters and eventually to Central
server. Thus the information percolates from lower layer to upper layer through relief workers.

Figure 2. Shelters in the affected zone
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Figure 3. Relief workers working at shelters
The shelter coordinator redirects relief workers by evaluating the field requirement with a
primary intention to send at least a few workers towards central server. Once relief workers are
get connected with another relief worker, the information exchanges and the modified
information percolated in multi hop. Central server also sends few relief workers with relief
materials towards disaster area through warehouse. This central server is established in an area
where it gets proper communication network. It receives information from relief workers and
sends its directions to the relief worker who is nearer to central server and then that relief
worker exchange that information / resource (relief materials) to its nearer worker and by this
way the total information spreads out all over the affected area (figure 4).

Figure 4. System coordination by Central Station

3.2. Formation of Smart phone based Opportunistic Network
In the decentralized Disaster Management scenario, relief workers are exchanging their
presence, field information and shelters requirements by using their smart phones in an
opportunistic network. Opportunistic network as one type of challenged networks where
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network contacts are intermittent or where link performance is highly variable or extreme. In
such a network, there does not exist a complete path from source to destination for most of the
time. In addition, the path can be highly unstable and may change (make or break) quickly.
Therefore, in order to make communication possible in an opportunistic network, the
intermediate nodes may take custody of data during the blackout and forward it when the
connectivity resumes. Thus, in this context, Opportunistic Network framework [2, 3] provides
potential platform for information communication. In opportunistic networks, the devices (PDA,
cell-phones) spread across the environment by relief workers and form the network. In this type
of networks, the mobility of devices is an opportunity for communication rather than a
challenge. Mobile nodes communicate with each other even if an end-to-end route connecting
them never exists. Any node can opportunistically be used as the next hop, if it is likely to bring
the message closer to the destination(s).
Currently, those devices or Smart Phones are having powerful processors and high storage
capacity with GPS and multi radio interfaces (Cellular, Wi-Fi, Blue-tooth). These Smart Phones
are not only useful for making telephone calls, but also adds features that might be found in a
personal digital assistant or a computer. Smartphone also offers the ability to send and receive
messages on peer to peer basis using GPS or Wi-Fi, Blue-tooth technologies and edit Office
documents. Such devices are, therefore, promising candidates to contribute in forming ad-hoc
wireless network structure to support disaster communication.
In a seminal paper in Physical Review Letters, Vicsek et al.[13, 14] propose a simple model of n
autonomous agents moving in the plane with the same speed but with different headings. Each
agent’s heading is updated using a local rule based on the average of its own heading plus the
headings of its “neighbors.” In their paper, Vicsek et al. demonstrated that the nearest neighbor
rule can cause all agents to eventually move in the same direction despite the absence of
centralized coordination and despite the fact that each agent’s set of nearest neighbors change
with time as the system evolves. Other studies also indicate that multi-agent systems that
interact through nearest-neighbor rules can synchronize their states regardless of the size of
communication delays [15]. We have applied this concept in our system and the performance
evaluation results indicate the effectiveness of our approach.

3.3. Decentralized Information Assimilation & Coordination
In this scenario the information generated on peer to peer basis between relief workers and static
shelter points by using opportunistic network. This information percolates from lower layer to
upper layer through shelter belonging to same cluster (figure 5).

Figure 5. Peer-to-peer communication (all dotted lines) between shelter and relief workers
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The Shelter leaders redirect relief workers by evaluating the field requirement with a primary
intention to send at least a few workers towards central server. Once relief workers are get
connected with another relief worker, the information exchanges and the modified information
percolated in multi hop (figure 6).

Figure 6. Shelter Leader / coordinator redirecting relief workers towards Central Server
Central server also sends few relief workers with relief materials towards disaster area through
check-in-area. This central server is established in an area where it gets proper communication
network. It receives information from relief workers and sends its directions to the relief worker
who is nearer to central server and then that relief worker exchange that info to his nearer
worker and by this way the total information spread out to entire area (figure 7).

Figure 7. Central Server is redirecting relief workers towards disaster area
The static shelter coordinator sends information by using Smart Phone to nearer relief worker.
This information contains sender ID, location and sending time which will help to review the
information time and identification status. Relief worker also has the option to forward that
received information from shelter coordinator to another relief worker by updating its part of
information like:
•

Id

•

Location of work

•

Status of work (whether pending or will take time)
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•

Navigation status (if the shelter coordinator has instructed to navigate to central server
or any other shelter)

•

Infrastructure information

•

Information related to difficulties faced

•

Necessary resource requirement

Shelter coordinator also spread out information of:
•

Infrastructure towards his shelter with location specification.

•

Victim’s status like
o

how many of them are still alive,

o

how many are required hospitalization

•

Details of resource requirement and present resource status of the shelter.

•

Navigation request: At first it will judge shelter’s resource requirement (not only its
shelter but also other neighbouring shelters) then depending on the situation it will
redirect relief workers towards shelters or towards central server.

Central server also sends its instruction or information in multi hop through relief workers who
are approaching towards disaster zone by spreading information through smart phone on Peer to
Peer (P2P) basis. It also specifies the sending time, ID and location in its message. Relief
workers are not able to modify that information. They can only exchange information by
forwarding that message coming from Central server. In this case, relief workers have the option
to modify the forwarding time, location and its Id only. Depending on that, any receiver of that
message can easily filter the information coming from central server on time and location basis.
The main contents of message from central server are
•

Resource sending status like quantity of resources have already sent for specific shelter

•

Request towards any other shelter to navigate its resources towards that specific shelter

•

Request for emergency services like the necessary initiatives should be taken by Police,
Army, Doctors, NGO professionals, and Fire Bridget for any specific location

•

Instruction for shelter coordinator

This is a random process by which the total information percolates to entire disaster region. It
will create a standard data base on which a specific software model can be established for
retrieving required information by filtering this. Relief workers will get an option to save the
received messages on its phone and by saving all these information, there will create a broad
data base for them where the information will automatically be updated by saving it and
repeated information will automatically get erased.
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Central server will get the entire disaster zone related information from different relief workers
periodically and will create a broad data base depending on that information in its system. This
data base will be circulated to outside world for their knowledge and for asking necessary
support from outsiders. The formation of check in area is an activity of central server which will
work as a central wire house for keeping relief resources systematically and send them
periodically towards disaster zone when these are required. This check in area will work as a
manager for the distribution of resources properly. It is an area where initially all relief workers
will accumulate and then will spread out to whole disaster zone. To reduce the pressure on
Central Server this Check-in-Area will work as a coordinator between central server and main
disaster zone. The segregation of work will standardize the pattern of distribution and
communication in a decentralized disaster environment. However, there is no fixed network
established in the disaster area.

4. SIMULATION
4.1. Simulation set up
We are interested in studying a post disaster scenario in which the resources and aid can
effectively be distributed to the shelters being formed amidst the disaster affected area. The
environment consists of few entities of our concern that are essential in studying the scenario.
They are the volunteers or relief workers which co-ordinately achieve some tasks and form the
only medium for dispersion of information throughout the affected area. There are fixed
locations or relief camps at certain points known as shelters where victims take shelter and it is
their needs that the volunteers ensure to fulfil. There is a fixed location outside the affected site
known as the Check-in-Area (CA) from which coordinated and centralized relief operations are
being monitored. There is no direct network connectivity among CA and shelter points. Next we
have another static entity known as the fixed Central Server which acts as a resource pool and a
medium to connect to the outside world. CA and Central Server also have no network
connectivity.
Since there are few categories among them which performs the same tasks and have the same
attributes, the best way to represent them in a similar environment is to incorporate them as
agents and a very powerful toolkit that comes handy in this perspective is REPAST Symphony.
Recursive Porous Agent Simulation Toolkit (REPAST) is a free and open source agent-based
modelling toolkit that offers users with a rich variety of features [11, 12, 13, 14]. This simulated
environment is written in JAVA.

4.2. Simulation parameters
•

The proposed scheme is evaluated on a simulated environment by varying key
parameters related to the model to study and estimate the efficiency and uniformity of
resource distribution against time-ticks.

•

In the simulation, the environment to be studied is assumed to be an area of 10 k.m. x
10 k.m. in which mobile volunteers are initially distributed randomly. However, the
affected site is considered to be a rectangular area of size 10 k.m. x 4 k.m. in which all
the shelters are present.

•

For all cases we have kept the shelter count constant and it equals 10. All the simulated
actions are associated with time-ticks.

•

In the Repast platform, “ticks” are considered as a unit of time; we have assumed 1 tick
equals 1 minute and hence the speed of movement of individual volunteers is
considered to be 100 meters per minute.
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•

In this environment, relief resources like food, medicine, clothes, etc. is considered as
an aggregated integer quantity, called resource-count.
o

The positive resource-count indicates that resources are present in excess.

o

The negative resource-count indicates that there is a demand of resources at
the shelter and no resource is present.

o

If resource-count equals zero, it means that neither there is a demand nor
there is any surplus of resource at that shelter.

4.3. Simulation environment overview
•

The volunteers move randomly at the beginning.

•

As indicated, each shelter has either positive or negative resource. Each shelter
autonomously decrements the resource-count periodically (self-decrement of resourcecount), indicating that victims present at the shelters are consuming resources and the
net resource- count at each shelter decreases randomly with time.

•

When a volunteer visits a shelter whose resource-count is negative (i.e. when there is a
demand), then it goes directly to the CS, to give that information and to get the needed
resource physically. In this way, the CS gets the information of resource-need and
resource distributed to all the shelters. The shelter ensures that no other volunteer visits
with the same piece of information to the CS.

•

When a volunteer goes to the CS with negative resource information, then at separate
times of the simulation, two cases might arise :
I.

At the initial phase of the simulation, the CS may start giving out resources
from itself in a little excess quantity than required until there are enough
shelters being discovered with excess resources.

II.

After there are plentiful of references to the shelters being discovered, only
then the CS assigns tasks to the respective volunteers involved to transfer
resources from a nearby shelter having positive resources to the shelter with
negative resources.

•

It is assumed that each volunteer is carrying PDA / smartphone with Wi-Fi / Bluetooth
interface for peer-to-peer communication. It is also assumed that the cellular
communication infrastructure is not functioning and volunteers are exchanging
information only in peer-to-peer mode.

•

At first volunteers have no knowledge about other volunteers and location of shelters.
They move randomly in the disaster area to discover shelters and other volunteers.
When a volunteer roaming randomly comes near a shelter or the shelter is within the
vision of the volunteer, then the volunteer checks its own queue (the queue storing
shelter IDs).
o

If that particular shelter is present in the queue, it signifies that this
volunteer had recently visited that shelter. So, no need to again visit that
shelter until recently but exchange information with that shelter. And again
the volunteer starts roaming randomly.
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o

•

If there is no occurrence of the shelter in its list then the volunteer
approaches the shelter and waits there until the tag of the shelter
(previously described) becomes false.

The same procedure is performed while another roaming volunteer comes under the
vision of this volunteer. Both exchange information. In this case, if the occurrence of
meeting with the other volunteer is present in this volunteer (queue) then, it will not
exchange information because, it is probable that more or less the information might be
redundant.
o

Before going further it is needed to describe the data structures and the type of
data that a volunteer, shelter and Central Station keeps with them. They are
discussed below :
I)

Data kept by a volunteer:


Name (or ID) and location of the shelters known to it.



Name (or ID) of other volunteers present and known only to this
volunteer.

II)

Data kept by a shelter:


Name (or ID) and location of other shelters present in the affected area
known to it.



Name (or ID) of other volunteers present and known only to this
shelter.



It keeps all the timestamps history of when (at what time-tick) a
specific volunteer had visited this shelter (required to track a
volunteer).

III)

•

Data kept by the central station:


Similar to shelter and volunteers it also keeps a list of shelters and
volunteers.



Name (or ID) and location of all shelters present in the affected area
known to it. Initially, it is empty and is updated by the volunteers.



Name (or ID) volunteers present in the affected area. Initially, it is
empty and is updated by the volunteers.



A shelter’s resource status list that stores the status of resources at the
shelters known to the CS through interaction with the volunteers.

While roaming, the volunteer also checks the status of the shelter (a Boolean flag); two
cases might occur at this moment:
o

If the flag is found true (it means some other volunteer is working for this
shelter to fetch and transfer resources ), then it waits for a certain number of
time-ticks describing the fact that it is both waiting for the flag to get false and
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it is performing some work at the shelter. If the total time for waiting at the
shelter elapses then it moves on to the next shelter in its list i.e. it moves to the
next unvisited shelter whose reference (name & location) is present with it. It
also keeps a check on this shelter’s entry in its own table, so that it can pay a
visit once again in the near future. But before leaving the shelter, it ensures to
exchange any new information (present with it) with the shelter.
o

If the flag is found false, then no one is working for this shelter and hence it
gets an opportunity to work for this shelter. It then immediately makes the flag
true and checks the status of the resource present at this shelter. If it is greater
than equal to 0 then no need of going to the CS because there is no demand of
resources. Instead leave this shelter and go to the next shelter in its list.

•

Again if the resources are found negative, then it immediately goes to the CS to fetch
resource for it, whereby the CS gives it a task to perform.

•

A volunteer does not keep the record of the resources of previous entries of a shelter. It
only keeps the status of the resources of the shelter that it is involved presently. A
volunteer at a time associates with only one shelter. When a volunteer is involved with a
shelter, at that moment only that volunteer can perform the tasks related to the shelter.
No other volunteer can interfere to take charge of the tasks; but surely it can exchange
information. A shelter similar to a volunteer is also associated to a single volunteer for
resource updating at a time.

•

When a volunteer comes to deliver negative resource information from a shelter to the
CS, the CS first updates any new piece of information from the volunteer and then takes
the recent resource status (negative) of the shelter it is coming from.

•

After updating its own list of resource status of the shelters, it then runs an algorithm
which finds out a nearby shelter (to the concerned shelter) having excess resource. If
there is no such shelter with excess resource within the vicinity of the concerned shelter,
then it gives out resources from itself and hence directs the volunteer with resources
directly to the shelter in demand.

4.4. Assumptions for simulation
•

There is a common synchronised watch available to all volunteers.

•

The consumption of resources is instantaneous i.e. the resources are consumed
immediately when they are being transferred to a shelter.

•

The shelters are assumed to be formed before the central station can take notice of them
and they have to be discovered by the volunteers.

•

Volunteers carrying PDA / Smart-phone, supporting query / exchange information
autonomously

4.5. Simulation results
•

Figure 8 shows the individual resource status of the shelters in the affected area w.r.t.
time-ticks.
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Figure 8. Resource distribution at all shelters in the affected area
•

This graph is a direct consequence of the simulation with number of volunteers and
shelters set at 20 and 10 respectively.

•

The shelters possess self-decrement of resources which means there is a demand for
resources at the shelters. The central station is assumed to be situated at an approximate
distance of 3 kilometres from the affected area.

•

It is deduced from the graph that initially there is a huge demand and it increases with
the time-ticks till 250 to 300 ticks. Before this time the volunteers were busy
discovering the unknown shelters that were formed previously in the affected area.

•

The transferring of resources to a shelter is reflected in the graph when the net resource
at a shelter increases from negative to 0 or to the double of the demand.

•

The most interesting part is that as time increases, the demands of the shelters are
replenished quickly as and when noticed by the volunteers. The graph also shows that
majority of the shelters gets their demands fulfilled before their resource status reaches 3. Most are replenished quickly at -1 and -2 before their demand increases further.

•

From this graph we conclude that with the increase of demand for resources at shelters,
the volunteers deliver the information to the central station, which in turn looks after the
fact that no shelter starves for resources for a long time (apart from the time needed to
fetch and transfer the resources). This is seen in the later phase of the graph where the
initial fluctuating pattern is brought down to much more linear pattern, where the
resources at any shelter is neither too large (in excess) nor is devoid of it for a long
period of time.

•

Figure 9 represents a screenshot of one of the simulation in REPAST taken at time tick
= 250. The number of volunteers working in the field and the number of shelters present
are set to 20 and 10 respectively. The central station is situated at an approximate
distance of 3 kilometres from the affected area.
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•

In figure 9 we see that the volunteers (represented by small blue dots) moving towards
and away from the Check-In-Area. Some volunteers had changed their color to red,
which signifies that they are moving out from the Check-In-Area carrying resources for
their respective shelters. The agents which oscillates between the Check-In-Area and
the Fixed Tower (represented by small black dots), belongs to the Check-In-Area and
are seen to move towards the Fixed Tower. They are transferring any new static
information present at the Check-In-Area to the Fixed Tower.

Figure 9. Screenshot of a simulation taken at time tick = 250. The volunteer and shelter counts
at the field is set to 20 and 10 respectively. The boundary specifies our area of
interest and measures 10 kilometres x 10 kilometres.

•

Next we have figure 10 which shows the perception of resources by the central station
at the affected area after it supplied the resources vs. the actual resources present at the
area.

Figure 10. Perception of resources at affected area by central station after supplying the
resources vs. Actual resources present at the area
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•

The number of volunteers working in the affected area and the number of shelters are
20 and 10 respectively. The distance between the central station and the affected area is
moderate. This graph refers to the same simulation with the same conditions as graph of
figure 8.

•

Initially the central station assumes that the sum total of all resources at shelters (if any)
is 0, before they are discovered. As the volunteers discover the shelters and notify the
central station of the demands, the Central Station updates its own list accordingly.

•

It is to be remembered that this graph is a result of post supplying the resources by the
central station. From this graph (the red line) it is seen that the perception of resources
is always positive and hence understood that the central station tries its best to supply
and distribute resources throughout the affected area in an effective way by applying its
algorithm on its list.

•

However, the other graph (the green line) showing the actual resources in the affected
area depicts a deviation from the central station’s viewpoint. But this graph almost
resembles the perception graph. This is due to the delay introduced in overcoming the
distance of separation between the shelters and the central station. This similarity of
pattern between both the graphs concludes that even if the central station is placed at a
distance of 3 kilometres from the affected area, the plan is working out as planned by
the central station.

•

Figure 11 represents the variations of the sum total of all resources present in the
affected area w.r.t. time-ticks by varying the volunteer count.

Figure 11. Sum total of actual resources present at the affected area by variation of volunteer
count
•

The graphs are plotted with volunteer counts of 10, 20, 30 and 50 respectively. The
shelter count remains constant for all the simulation and equals 10.

•

The simulations include the self-decrement of resources at shelters and the central
station being placed at a distance of 3 kilometres from the affected area.
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•

From the graph with volunteer count = 10, we see that due to less number of volunteers,
the volunteers do not get the opportunity of visiting the other shelters more frequently
and are either busy searching for new shelters or is busy in a task. With less number of
volunteers the shelters get starved.

•

On the other hand we notice that the total resource distribution of the graphs with
volunteers =20, 30 and 50 falls within the same range i.e. the volunteer count values
yields almost the same result in the long run.

•

This justifies the fact that at some point, even if the volunteer’s counts are increased, the
net resource distribution at the affected area remains same. As depicted from the graphs,
the optimum volunteer count in the affected area can be assumed to be 20. Even if
volunteers are increased beyond this value, the net distribution of resources will not be
affected much.

•

Next we have figure 12 which shows the convergence of static information (i.e. the
number of volunteers and the number of shelters present) throughout the affected area
w.r.t. time-ticks. These graphs are plotted to study the variation of the percolation of
this information through every shelter and volunteer in the area.

Figure 12. Convergence of static information (shelter and volunteer count) throughout the
affected area
•

The number of shelters is kept constant at 10 and the volunteer counts are varied by
values 10, 20 and 30. The Y-axis represents the percentage of convergence of the total
static information. For this we have taken the percentage of the information every
volunteer and shelter carries individually and then take an average to find the aggregate
percentage. The resulting graphs are inverted exponential graphs and the study reveals
that as the volunteer counts increases, the time required to percolate the information
throughout decreases to a certain point beyond which increasing the volunteer count
yields the same result, i.e. the 100% convergence point coincides for values beyond 20.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed an effective scheme of providing a coordinated post disaster
relief operation. Assuming the absence of a network infrastructure, we tried to incorporate the
notion of opportunistic network by using peer-to-peer communication between relief workers.
We investigated the schema by varying key parameters that affects the performance of the
system. The simulation results of the system shows that even if the entire coordinated operations
are centralized and is monitored far away from the affected area, the operations yields positive
results in the overall resource present at the affected area. We have also shown that the
perception of resource pattern bears a similar trend to the actual resource pattern at the affected
area proving the fact that information is percolated and perceived properly. Furthermore, we
have found out the optimal relief worker count and proved that this optimal value has a direct
impact on the convergence of static information throughout the affected area as information is
dispersed quickly. We have also shown that resources are effectively distributed as and when
demand arises at the shelters. The findings of this paper suggests that even in the absence of a
network infrastructure, using peer-to-peer communication and message passing can eventually
form an intermittent opportunistic network which performs effectively even if the key
parameters are varied widely. This study thus reveals the applicability of the scheme in PDAs
and smart-phones which can be used to form peer-to-peer wireless network during relief
operations.
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